
How a Team of One 
Enables the Entire 
Company with Actionable 
Competitive Insights 

How a team of ‘one’ builds a Competitive Enablement program
Building a competitive program from scratch with limited time and resources took great planning 
and a strategic approach, particularly by a team of one. Here’s how she did it:

1. Alignment with the Executive team to better understand organizational priorities. 

2. Create an open forum for feedback from sales, solution engineers, product managers and 
their leadership to strengthen relationships and gather accurate intel on the competition.   

3. Listening in. Recorded sales calls, including tone, messaging and buyer language to better 
understand how reps pitch Algolia.

4. Getting the big picture on their competitive landscape - wins, losses and why - including 
analytics on highest usage battlecards and searches.

5. Partnering with Klue Services to conduct a Competitive Threat Analysis to determine top 
competitive threats and biggest impact to revenue. 

How Klue Helped 

Why Klue

The Problem

Ready to level up? Klue can help. Book a demo. +

Algolia was looking to create a more structured competitive intelligence (CI) program. They 
had an existing CI tool in place to help source most intel about competitors, but didn’t have a 
workflow or organized method to deliver insights that reps and other teams could understand 
and quickly take action. They wanted to find more efficient ways to create battlecards, ‘uplevel’ 
the content and understand what was working vs not in deals. They also wanted to share all 
insights in their existing tech stack - Seismic, Salesforce and Slack. 

Through their own research, the PMM team did find valuable competitive insights, but they were 
missing a key source - input from their sales team. Static pitch sheets were available in Seismic 
for reps, but there was no way to capture feedback at the moment. 

They decided to build a structured competitive program that would be led by a dedicated 
Product Marketing Manager, who began consolidating existing insights and feedback from 
different teams to identify the content gaps and look for ways to scale the program as the 
company grew. Building sales trust and bridging communication gaps across multiple GTM 
teams were top of mind for her. 

Customer Overview 

Competitive Enablement = more than just battlecards.
Battlecard content was expanded and improved to start, but In thinking about what mattered 
most to sales and product teams, the team designed their program to go beyond just sales 
battlecards. Valuable competitive differentiators were shared with product teams, execs and 
others who needed to know the bigger picture of their competitive landscape but also how 
Algolia was different. 

In the first 6 months since launching their competitive program, Algolia has seen an 
incredible 70% avg user adoption rate. Starting with building a strong sales relationship and 
trust, they created meaningful insights to include in battlecards and other content outputs.  
Then, they crafted a more robust content strategy with the following: 

• Video-based insights from Subject Matters Experts on ‘how to spot competitors’ in 
Klue cards and battlecards 

• Making all Klue content -battlecards, digest, news feed - accessible in all sales tools, 
including Seismic, Salesforce and Slack  

• Weekly measurement of which users engage and access which battlecards and 
insights 

• A wide spectrum of push and pull content, making it easy for users to find what they 
need, when they need it, and sharing a consistent flow of competitive insights 

Results

Algolia helps businesses build and optimize the search and discovery experience resulting in 
significantly enhanced online engagement, increased conversion rates and enriched lifetime 
value that generates profitable growth. Today, Algolia powers 1.5 Trillion searches a year – 
that’s 4 times more than Bing, Yahoo, DuckDuckGo, Baidu and Yandex combined.

“ "That Klue Intel Digest is 🔥 . Honestly, I’ve 
never seen something so useful as Klue. It's 
one of the most useful tools here."

Director of Business Development

"Killing the game (and competition). I love 

reading through these digests, they're so 

insightful!" 

 Customer Success Manager

"I just got tagged in an opportunity where 
they are also evaluating [competitor]... 
the Klue battlecard was so helpful!"

Solutions Engineer

"Big shoutout to you and the team, those 
sales battlecards on Klue helped me so 
much during calls with prospects. They 
allow me to ask questions (highlighting 
weakness in competitors ) on the spot. 
Such a big help."

Solutions Engineer

It was clear that Klue was the right choice for Algolia. Integration with 
Revenue tools like Seismic and Slack was key for team adoption. The 
flexibility to customize battlecards and build layers of information was 
well received by all users. We especially liked that Klue pulled the right 
content based on our keywords and competitors to create weekly 
updates for our field. And we really enjoyed the team that we had from 
sale to implementation and the on-going support we received. Top 
notch solution for any company in a very competitive space.

Demi Malnar-Frye, GTM, Chief of Staff

Klue has been the key in helping me organize disparate intel from our 
CRM, Slack, Seismic and tenured reps’ brains. As a team of one, I can 
now create content for our entire GTM team and enable increased 
confidence in our competitive landscape.

Jenny Sung, Senior Product Marketing Manager

My CSM is the best! She proactively brings me areas to address to 
better use the platform and increase adoption for Klue but also to 
improve Algolia’s CI program overall. She is essentially an additional 
member of the Algolia CI team.

Jenny Sung, Senior Product Marketing Manager
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• 70% avg usage rate, 4X monthly increase since launch

• 74% avg open rate, Klue digest

• 95% sales confidence rating when depositioning competitors

• Increased visibility of their Competitive program. Questions asked in Slack  
get instant responses from sales with links to Klue

• Decrease ad hoc requests across GTM team

SUMMARY: Algolia required a structured CI program to scale competitive coverage, 
improve insights using sales feedback, and measure what’s working. Algolia chose 
Klue based on the stellar sales and support experience, and integration options with 
Seismic, Slack and Salesforce. A PMM was hired to lead the program and in just 6 
months, they’re seeing a 70% monthly Klue usage rate (4X increase since launch) 
and 95% sales confidence rating in depositioning competitors.
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